FOR 2-6 CAVERS, 20-40 MINUTES PER GAME (adjust passage goals for longer or shorter games)
Gone Caving! is a card game that lets you and your friends explore a cave together while having fun and raising money to support the
caving community and conservation efforts. This game has been created by cavers, tested by cavers, and gone on a few caving trips of
its own! Perhaps you’re a caver yourself? If you aren’t yet, we want you to be! This can be your first step into a new world of discovery.

CARD COUNT: 31 Passages • 12 Entrances • 5 Exits • 12 Challenges • 6 Heroes • 25 Solutions • 7 Events • 4 Footprints

Setup

Object of the Game

• Deal six (6) face down cards to each player.
• Leave the remaining cards as a draw pile.
• Each player has a play area in front of them in which they will play
cards. Players may play Challenge cards in another player’s play area.
• If a player starts the game with an Event card in hand, add it to the
discard pile and draw another card.
• The player with the most “experience” goes first.

Each player is trying to find a cave entrance,
explore the cave, and get out of the cave again.
As you explore the cave, you will collect cave
Passage cards of different distances. Players
score points at the end of the game for the distance
explored, with some modifiers for special cards.
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To start their turn a player takes the top card from
the draw pile and then chooses a card to play. As
they explore, each player places their cards into
their play area. If a player is unable (or does not
wish) to play a card on their turn, they may discard
any card in hand to the face-up discard pile. You
will always end up with six (6) cards in your hand
at the end of your turn, drawing extra cards if
necessary.
The hand ends when an Cave Exit card is played.
A game is made up of as many hands as needed
to meet the agreed upon goal for passage
explored (try starting with 1000 meters), or
a set number of hands. At the end of each
hand, each player will receive points based
on the passage (and type of passage)
explored. If cards run out prior to the
end of the hand, reshuffle the discard
pile and continue.

TYPES OF CARDS

Entrance/Exit Cards

A player MUST play a Cave Entrance card before
any other Passage Cards are played into their play
area (additional Entrance cards can be played
throughout the game to add 10 meters to your
score). Entrance and Exit cards also allow the player
to take another card and action. Only Hero cards are
playable before the Entrance is played. After the
Cave Exit card is played, each player may take one
final turn.

Passage Cards

Playing a Passage card in your play area counts
toward your points at the end of the game. Passage
cards are worth 1 point per meter of passage
represented by the card (i.e. 100 meters equals 100
points). Most Passage cards are categorized as a
particular type of passage: Animal, Formation, and
Survey. These types of passages can earn extra
points in combination with a corresponding Hero
card (see Hero section). Passage cards include 10,
25, 50, 75, 100, and 200 meter cards.

Challenge and
Solution Cards

Playing a Challenge card in
another player’s play area creates
a challenge that they must
overcome to continue. A player
who has an unresolved Challenge card in their play
area is prevented or slowed from playing Passage or

Challenge cards until the challenge is resolved. Each
type of challenge has a corresponding solution (e.g.
a Vertical challenge requires a Rope solution to
continue). Three types of Hero cards make a player
immune to the effects of corresponding Challenge
cards. You can have multiple challenges affecting
you at the same time. Any Challenge card (or
combination of Challenge cards) can be overcome
by the challenged player playing the corresponding
Solution card(s), a Borehole Passage card, or by being
rescued (see Need a Rescue in Event card section).
"Full Stop" means you CAN'T play Passage cards or
cards on other players (including Footprints). You
CAN experience events, play a Hero card, and more
Challenge cards can be played on you.

Challenge table

Challenge
Card

Solution
Card

Immune
Hero

Too Tight

Squeeze

Skinny Caver

Vertical
Section

Rope

Vertical Caver

Sump

SCUBA Tanks

Cave Diver

(slows play)
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Hero Cards

In the base deck, there are two
types of Hero cards: Problem Solvers
and Scientists. You can have multiple
Hero cards in play.

Problem Solvers - Skinny Caver, Vertical Caver,

and Cave Diver offer permanent protection against
problems specific to their area of expertise (see
Challenge table). When you play a Problem Solver in
your play area, it clears any corresponding Challenge
cards, and prevents you from suffering any future
effects from other corresponding Challenge cards.
If challenged and you have the corresponding Hero
card, place it in your play area immediately and
continue as if nothing happened.

Scientists - Biologist, Cartographer, and Geologist

double your points for Passage cards of the
corresponding type at the end of the hand. You must
take a turn to play the relevant Scientist card in
your play area before the end of the hand in order
to gain these bonus points. This can happen as your
last turn after the Cave Exit card has been played. A
player can play as many Scientist cards as they like,
but must play the card(s) to get the benefit.

Event Cards

There are three (3) Event cards that
can change your adventure: Trash,
Lost in the Dark, and Need a Rescue.
Multiple events can happen at the
same time after a player has played
an Entrance card (i.e. a player loses multiple turns
consecutively), but prior to playing an Entrance
card, Event cards can be discarded. Each of the
Event cards cause you to lose a turn. When drawn,
immediately play them in your play area this turn; next
turn, do not draw a card, just discard the Event card.

Trash - When a player draws Trash they lose their
next turn. Nothing to feel bad about. This is a
part of doing your part to keep the cave clean and
protected, but it does take a little time.

Lost in the Dark - When a player draws Lost

in the Dark they lose their next turn and another
player blindly draws two (2) cards from the
affected player’s hand and discards them. The
affected player must then draw back up to six (6)
total cards again.

Need a Rescue - When a player draws Need a

Rescue, the following occurs: they lose their next
turn, discard all six (6) cards in hand, discard all
Entrance and Challenge cards from their play area, and
draw back up to six (6) cards again. Already-played
Passage and Hero cards remain in the play area.
After their lost turn, players must play a new Cave
Entrance card before additional Passage cards can
be played.
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Special Cards

Icon table

In the base deck there is only one
Special card, the Footprints card, but
be careful! The longer you explore
the more Footprints you may find.

Footprints - When a player plays Footprints on

another player’s play area, they may move any
single Passage card into their own play area. This
card functions like stealing, but unlike stealing, this
is simply reminding the other player that someone
had previously been to that passage.
SELF-RESCUE OPTION
Instead of drawing and playing a card on
your turn, you may discard your entire hand and
replace all six (6) cards. If you do this, discard all
Entrance cards you have in play. You must play a
new Entrance card to continue. (You may also Selfrescue before you have ever played an Entrance.)

End of the Hand
The hand ends when someone plays a Cave Exit card.
Cave Exit cards can be discarded without ending
the hand, and allow the player to draw and play
a second card on the same turn. Players must be
inside a cave and free to explore (not impeded by
a challenge) to play the Cave Exit card. After the
Cave Exit card is played, each player may take one
final turn.

Animal
Passage

Formation
Passage

Survey
Passage

Biologist
Hero

Geologist
Hero

Cartographer
Hero

Gameplay Variations
“We’re all in this together.” - Challenge cards
apply to the entire group, but Solutions can come
from any player on their turn.

Expedition Caving - For 4 or 6 players. Partners
across the table share points and benefits from
Hero cards.

Heroes’ Journey - Each player starts with a Hero
card (face down) until needed.

Iron Caver Variation - Remove all Hero cards.
Fast and Dirty - Play one hand only.

Scoring
Passage cards in the play area are worth 1 point
per meter of passage represented by the card
(i.e. 100 meters equals 100 points). Passage cards
categorized as a particular type of passage (Animal,
Formation, Survey) are worth double if you have
played the corresponding Hero card (see icon
table). Any Passage cards that remain in your hand
count as negative points, and unplayed Passage cards
that correspond to a played Hero card count as double
the negative points. It is possible to score negative
point totals after a hand.
Gameplay ends after a predetermined number of
hands is played, a preset number of points is met,
or the opportunity to go caving in another manner
presents itself.

Glossary
of Cave Terms
Borehole - Big, open passage
Cartographer - A person who makes maps
Formation - Mineral deposits in interesting shapes
Karst - Limestone terrain that can form caves
Speleology - The science of caves
Speleothem - Fancy name for formations
Sump - Cave passage filled with water

Proceeds from the game benefit the National
Speleological Society (NSS). Your purchase helps
protect caves for future generations, promotes safe
and responsible caving practices, effective cave and
karst management, speleology, and conservation.

